DOJ Guidance Prioritizes Individuals in Criminal and Civil Corporate Enforcement Actions

A serious shift of focus to individual accountability may impact traditional corporate defense and settlement tactics.

On September 9, 2015, the Department of Justice (DOJ) issued a set of guidelines that formally revise certain policies and procedures relating to individual accountability for corporate misconduct. The policy was laid out in a memorandum authored by Deputy Attorney General Sally Quillian Yates (Yates Memo). The general tone of the Yates Memo, along with recent public statements by government officials, reflects a noticeably aggressive stance regarding the pursuit of individual charges in white collar enforcement actions. Several of the guidelines are well known best practices that government attorneys already employ. However, a few reflect significant changes to institutional policies, such as the requirement to disclose all information and facts relating to individual misconduct to receive any cooperation credit. While the application of these guidelines remains somewhat unclear, the guidelines will likely require thoughtful consideration from corporate leaders regarding how corporations approach future enforcement actions.

The Yates Memo contains several new measures that may significantly impact corporate enforcement actions going forward. DOJ’s new requirement that cooperation credit be contingent on disclosure of all facts relating to individual misconduct to receive any cooperation credit will require corporations and counsel to carefully think through scope and timing for internal investigations and investigations in response to government inquiries. For example, considering and analyzing individual liability early on, and determining how to approach those issues, will be important. Likewise, prioritizing individual accountability may impact internal information sharing and joint defense agreements. In addition, a broader application of an aggressive approach to civil enforcement against individuals may impact corporate strategies for responding to and defending against civil actions.

Brief Overview of the Yates Memo

The Yates Memo is the product of an internal working group of DOJ attorneys who identified policies and practices that could be amended to pursue what DOJ refers to as individual corporate “wrongdoers.”

The Yates Memo highlights individual accountability as an effective means to combat corporate misconduct, and outlines six areas of focus for DOJ investigations.

1. Disclosure of Individual Misconduct Required for Cooperation Credit

During the course of a corporate enforcement action, government attorneys typically consider a number of factors in reaching a decision as to the proper treatment of a corporate target. Known as the “Filip Factors,” the government uses these factors to assist in determining whether to file charges against corporations or employees. One particular factor is the target’s cooperation during the course of the enforcement action. A corporation’s voluntary disclosure of wrongdoing and willingness to cooperate in
the government’s investigation make it eligible to receive cooperation credit, which can be a mitigating factor in a matter that might otherwise lead to an indictment or prosecution.

Previously, the government granted cooperation credit along a spectrum, ranging from zero credit for a refusal to submit information and cooperate, to significant credit for disclosure of all relevant information and full cooperation. While DOJ often encouraged corporations to submit evidence of individual misconduct during an investigation, credit was not contingent on such disclosures. This is no longer true. As per the Yates Memo, such disclosures are now required to receive any consideration for cooperation under the Filip Factors. Thus, to receive cooperation credit, a corporation now must “identify all individuals involved in or responsible for the misconduct at issue, regardless of their position, status or seniority, and provide to the [DOJ] all facts relating to that misconduct.”

2. Individual Accountability Considered from Outset of Civil and Criminal Investigations
The Yates Memo requires government attorneys to focus on individual wrongdoing from the beginning of an investigation of corporate misconduct. While criminal attorneys often focus on individual misconduct from the outset of an investigation, such focus reflects a significant change in policy for civil enforcement actions. During remarks on September 10, 2015, Deputy Attorney General Yates clarified that inquiries into individual misconduct should proceed in tandem with broader corporate investigations, and without delay.  

3. Coordination Between Criminal and Civil Attorneys Should Be the Rule Not the Exception
The Yates Memo encourages criminal and civil attorneys within DOJ and federal agencies to regularly communicate and coordinate during the course of corporate investigations. Such coordination requires government attorneys to promptly notify their criminal or civil counterparts of potential claims, and identify opportunities to pursue parallel investigations of individual misconduct.

4. Prohibition on Dismissal of Individual Charges in Corporate Settlements
Absent extraordinary circumstances or approved departmental policy, the Yates Memo instructs government attorneys to refrain from entering into corporate resolutions that include agreements to dismiss charges against or provide immunity for individual actors. The Yates Memo provides for some exceptions based on “extraordinary circumstances or approved departmental policy such as the Antitrust Division’s Corporate Leniency Policy.” Thus, future settlements of corporate enforcement actions will rarely include individual releases, regardless of the settlement amount.

5. Consideration of Individual Cases During Corporate Resolutions
The Yates Memo also instructs government attorneys to (i) conclude corporate enforcement actions only if a clear plan to resolve related individual cases has been developed, (ii) seek tolling agreements if necessary and (iii) memorialize any declinations to pursue individual charges. If government attorneys ultimately determine not to charge such individuals, the government must memorialize that decision in writing and secure approval from the United States Attorney or Assistant Attorney General, or their designees.

6. Emphasis on Individual Liability in Civil Context
The Yates Memo instructs civil attorneys to consistently focus on individuals during corporate enforcement actions and evaluate whether to bring suit against an individual based on considerations beyond the ability to pay a financial penalty. Factors to consider include the seriousness of the alleged misconduct, whether the alleged misconduct is actionable, whether the admissible evidence will be
sufficient to obtain and sustain a judgment, and whether pursuing the action reflects an important federal interest.

The Yates Memo also states that DOJ will revise certain guidance documents (such as the United States Attorney's Manual) to reflect these policy changes. Thus, these factors will apply to all future enforcement actions as well as pending matters, to the extent practicable.

The Yates Memo in Context: DOJ's Continued Emphasis on Individual Accountability

The Yates Memo is the culmination of a series of procedural guidelines and statements that have increasingly emphasized the importance of individual accountability in corporate enforcement actions.

As early as 1999, then-Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder attempted to prioritize individual convictions in DOJ's pursuit of corporate enforcement actions, and encouraged corporations to conduct internal investigations and disclose any information regarding individual misconduct. A similar memo issued by Deputy Attorney General Thompson in 2003 (and subsequently revised by Deputy Attorney General Paul McNulty in 2006 and Deputy Attorney General Mark Filip in 2008) stressed that prosecuting corporations is not a substitute for prosecuting individuals, and imposing individual criminal liability may prove the strongest deterrent against future corporate wrongdoing. More recently in September 2014, Attorney General Eric Holder stated that DOJ will continue to pursue civil and criminal actions against corporations and individuals alleged to have engaged in financial fraud. In May 2015, Assistant Attorney General Leslie Caldwell indicated the need to obtain individual information as part of corporate cooperation, foreshadowing DOJ's new policy on cooperation credit.

DOJ's focus on individual accountability has been a recurring theme for some time, and the Yates Memo reflects yet another DOJ effort to respond to criticism of its perceived failure to prosecute individuals in white collar matters, following the recent financial crisis. That said, the Yates Memo does contain several new measures that could reshape the corporate enforcement landscape going forward.

Key Considerations and Implications

Impact of More Stringent Approach to Cooperation Credit

The most significant change set forth in the Yates Memo is the mandate that any cooperation credit requires disclosure of all relevant individual misconduct. In her recent remarks, Deputy Attorney General Yates emphasized that credit will be withheld if a corporation refuses to disclose or declines to learn of relevant information, and partial credit will no longer be given for cooperation lacking disclosure of individual misconduct. This "all or nothing" approach may place corporations in an uneasy position during the course of an enforcement action, as the DOJ will grade the breadth and depth of a corporation's investigation to determine whether the corporation has met the revised requirements for cooperation credit.

While a more stringent approach to cooperation credit may be designed to increase successful individual prosecutions, DOJ's new policy may have implications for multiple interested parties, including corporations and their counsel, senior executives and employees, and government attorneys and investigators.

First and foremost, DOJ's new policy burdens corporations with the risk that failure to meet the complete disclosure standard could ultimately render submissions moot for the purpose of cooperation credit. In addition, the absence of a sliding scale acknowledging a corporation's cooperation efforts may chill
voluntary disclosures *ex ante* given the corporation's fear that efforts will be judged inadequate *ex post*. Furthermore, lower-level individuals may now be improperly incentivized to tell government attorneys and investigators what they want to hear in order to implicate more senior corporate officials.

Corporations may determine that the benefits of voluntary disclosures are outweighed by the risk that (i) cooperation will not be credited and (ii) submissions deemed inadequate for credit could be used by the government in later proceedings. Deputy Attorney General Yates acknowledged that this could be a collateral consequence of DOJ's new policy. This in turn, may affect DOJ's recent reliance on deferred prosecution agreements and non-prosecution agreements to resolve corporate matters.

**Additional Considerations for Scope and Timing of Internal Investigations**

DOJ’s emphasis on disclosure of individual misconduct may require a new and thoughtful approach to internal investigations. As per Deputy Attorney General Yates’s remarks, DOJ expects corporations to conduct thorough investigations specifically tailored to the scope of the alleged wrongdoing. This is easier said than done, particularly in cases in which DOJ’s investigation goals remain general or ambiguous. This new policy may require corporate cooperation on a wide range of topics, issues, and relevant individuals — the identification of which may increasingly shift to the corporation and away from the investigating government attorneys.

Corporations should consider how the Yates Memo will impact the scope and timing of internal investigations. Investigations will now likely take longer to complete, as government attorneys must justify declinations to pursue individual charges, and receive approval from the United States Attorney or Assistant Attorney General, or their designees. In addition, corporations will need to develop specific practices and procedures addressing early identification of key employees, thoroughness of reviews relating to individual conduct, and the timing of disclosures to the government.

**Changes to Employer-Employee Dynamic**

DOJ’s focus on individual action from the outset of an investigation, in combination with the requirement that cooperation credit hinges on full disclosure, may impact internal information sharing and require a retooling of joint defense agreements.

Cooperation credit now arguably requires corporations to go some way in developing government cases against individuals. Credit does not merely necessitate the submission of information of individual wrongdoing, but more specifically requires disclosure of *all facts* relating to individual misconduct. While evidence is frequently used to inform or support conclusions in litigation generally, white collar enforcement matters are often determined by the existence and acceptance of specific facts relating to alleged misconduct. An increased risk of individual liability exposure could impact internal cooperation with an investigation.

In addition, DOJ’s new policy may require corporations to rethink the scope and function of joint defense agreements, which corporations and executives have often used to exchange confidential information and communications, and to achieve common goals. The policy also raises questions about the provision of legal representation for employees, indemnification and advancement of legal fees. Further, ambiguity surrounding whether DOJ will demand particular disciplinary or remedial action at the corporate level may also require thoughtful consideration.

Ultimately, DOJ’s new approach to corporate enforcement actions may create a significant amount of stress very early in the internal investigation process.
Broadening the Scope of Civil Enforcement

While DOJ’s focus on individual accountability is not new, the Yates Memo is in part a response to the perceived failure of federal authorities to prosecute individuals after the 2008 financial crisis. However, the government did rely on several statutes, including the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act and the False Claims Act, to aggressively pursue financial institution cases in the wake of the economic crisis. By addressing all corporate enforcement actions, the Yates Memo can be interpreted as emphasizing a continued need for similarly robust efforts by DOJ’s civil attorneys, but in all subject matter areas. As such, civil attorneys are being directed to broadly apply a relatively aggressive enforcement approach in spaces and industries that may sit outside of established areas of expertise.

In addition, focusing on individual misconduct from the outset of an investigation and during matter resolution reflects a significant policy change for civil enforcement actions. This may change the dynamics of civil settlements, which often tend to focus on corporations. Further, collaboration between criminal and civil attorneys during enforcement actions may raise questions regarding document and information sharing between criminal and civil sides. Further guidance may be necessary for handling typically confidential materials, such as records of federal grand jury proceedings.

Ultimately, corporations will need to consider how the Yates Memo may require new or updated strategies for responding to and defending civil enforcement actions going forward.

Practical Application of New Policies May Vary

The extent to which various government attorneys and agencies adopt and follow DOJ’s guidance remains uncertain. While the Yates Memo was issued to all US Attorneys and select groups within DOJ, government attorneys (and particularly different US Attorneys’ Offices) often have different styles and positions regarding the manner in which enforcement actions are conducted and resolved. In addition, because the discussions leading to these policy changes did not include greater diversity in perspectives, the manner in which the changes are implemented may vary. DOJ may find that insurmountable barriers to the implementation of their new policy may arise and some collateral consequences of the new approach may be difficult to work through. While DOJ intends to formally incorporate these policies into the US Attorney’s Manual and also provide additional relevant training and guidance, how DOJ and other agencies will apply these policies in practice remains to be seen.

Conclusion

The Yates Memo demonstrates that the investigation and prosecution of individual actors for corporate wrongdoing is now formal DOJ policy. While how certain practices and procedures will be applied or implemented remains unclear, this new approach to criminal and civil enforcement actions may result in significant changes relating to voluntary disclosures, internal investigations and internal corporate dynamics. Corporations should carefully consider how these new policies may impact strategies relating to future investigations, settlement negotiations and government litigation.
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